PRE-PRIMARY PROJECT MATERIALS LIST

AREA ~ 130M²

STRIP OUT EXISTING LAWN & PLANTS ~ 9M² REMOVE.

FIT WERMAAT ~ 100M²

2 X CUBBY STRUCTURES COMPLETE

LARGE ROCKS ~ 800-2000 KG, SMALLEST AND SELECTED NO. 21
LARGE GROUND LOGS 4-5M X 300-500MM & SELECTED NO. 5
VERTICAL HOLDING STICKS, SCULPTURED AND WOODED NO. 7
TUMBER, WATER TRAY NO. 1, WATER PLAY ROCKS NO. 2

MULCH: ~ 24M³, WHITE SAND: ~ 7M³

RECYCLED CONVEYOR BELT EDGING: 72M

LARGE TIMBER STEPPERS: ~ 16 PLANTS: ~ 12

SLIDE SURROUND AREA

EARTH AND SITE Prep: ~ 45M³ (WAGMATT?)

WALK TRAIL: ~ 60M LONGA (CAN BE MUCH OR COMPADED RIVERSTONE FLIES)
MOUND AND SWALES: CREATE ~ 6 MOUNDS AND TWO SWALES
LARGE ROCKS ~ 800-1200KG SELECTED NO. ~ 60
LARGE GROUND LOGS 4-5M X 3-5 & SELECTED NO. ~ 26

1 X CUBBY STRUCTURE COMPLETE

5 X LARGE TRACK TYPES COVERED IN ARTIFICIAL TURF.

LARGE TIMBER STEPPERS NO. ~ 37

VERTICAL HOLDING TIMBERS NO. ~ 27

FET TIMBER AROUND SLIDE DECK: 5M LONG TO INFILL.

SAND PIT: BOTTOM OF SLIDE & OTHER: ~ 5-5 M³ WHITE SAND

RECYCLE CONVEYOR BELT EDGING: ~ 10M

MULCH: ~ 105 M³ APPROX.

1 X LARGE BALANCING LOG WITH 4 X VERTICALS + ROPE

3 X TALKING PIPES COMPLETE

1 X BRASS BOWL FOR SMALL LIMESTONE WALL
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